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Exhibition guide

CARPETS
FURNITURE
RUGS
BEDS
LAMINATE
UPHOLSTERY

Must visit shows
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Opening doors for business

IMM Cologne offers a variety of products

Interior design ideas from around the
world with something for every taste,
style and budget and a vast product
range can be experienced at IMM
Cologne. More than ever before, IMM
Cologne 2011, which takes place from
18-23 January, is a furnishings trade fair
that generates inspiration with its ideas
and concepts.
There will be a strong focus on
specialised product ranges in lighting,
textiles and floor coverings, as well
as the lifestyle topic of baths and
bathrooms in the conventional context
with furniture, and in settings such as
Pure Village.
IMM Cologne is the central meeting
place for exhibitors and decision makers
from the world’s important markets. The
diverse mix of international visitors
opens the doors to the world’s markets
for exhibitors. German trade visitors
provide access to one of the world’s most
important sales markets – Germany.
Many potential buyers attend the fair
on the public days. With Living Kitchen
taking place in parallel with IMM
Cologne and the addition of a third
public day on the Friday, the number of
potential buyers will once again increase.
All the relevant target groups will be
present at IMM Cologne: contacts from
all areas of the trade and industry,
contract business experts, professionals
from the architecture scene and the
sector’s up-and-coming young
professionals.
The visitors come with the intention,
means and authority to do business.

FAST FACTS
IMM Cologne
18-23 January 2011
Germany
www.imm-cologne.com
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The Bed Show

The NBF Lifetime Achievement
Awards will be presented at a Gala
Dinner at the International Centre,
Telford

September will see the debut of the UK’s
first specific bed exhibition organised by
the bed industry. The Bed Show takes
place at the International Centre, Telford
from 28-29 September where more than
50 exhibitors will take part (see box).
The event is aimed at anyone who
buys or specifies mattresses, divans,
beds, bedsteads, futons, sofabeds,
headboards, bedding, mattress toppers,
tickings, springs, foam, fillings, bed
machinery plus other components.
All exhibitors are National Bed
Federation members – suppliers to UK
manufacturers with manufacturing
facilities and a good standard of product
quality and safety, service and behaviour.
There is plenty of free onsite parking
and a choice of hotels, some on site,

some nearby are available with
discounted rates available for The Bed
Show visitors. With some selected hotels
visitors can benefit from onsite check-in
facilities at the exhibition centre.
The show will also see the launch of
the NBF Lifetime Achievement Awards.
Hosted by comedian Lee Hurst on
Tuesday evening with a drinks reception,
dinner, awards ceremony and dancing to
the small hours. Tickets cost £65 each,
with discounts for tables of eight and 10.
The awards recognise individuals who
have made a significant contribution to
their company or the industry. There are
three categories: Bed Retailing,
sponsored by Interiors Monthly; Bed
Manufacturing, sponsored by Furniture
News; and Bed Component Supply.

It is not necessary to seek permission
of nominees before submitting a
nomination. The deadline for
nominations in all three categories is
2 August.
The show has received enthusiastic
backing from manufacturers. ‘A bedspecific exhibition with the great
majority of the major British bed
manufacturers, all under one roof, at the
right time of year – what a unique event,’
says Peter Spinks, Harrison Spinks Group
chairman.
‘Buyers and retailers will be able to
gain a thorough understanding of what
products are available to them for all the
major brands by visiting one, easy to
access venue,’ adds Jim Murphy,
Airsprung Beds deputy md.

FAST FACTS
The Bed Show 2010
28-29 September
Telford, West
Midlands
Open: 9.30am–5pm
Tuesday, and
9.30am–4pm,
Wednesday
Visit:
www.bedshow.co.uk for registration, accommodation, Gala
Dinner, NBF Lifetime Achievement Award nomination forms
and more details
Exhibitors include: A Tarr, Airsprung Beds, Apropa Machinery,
Ashley Anderson, Bekaert Textiles, Bodet & Horst, Breasley
Consumer Products, Burgess Beds, Carpenter, John Cotton
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Group, CPS Group, Cumberland Bedding,
Cumfilux, Deluxe Beds, Deslee Clama,
Dunlopillo, Enkev, Gainsborough, Gateway
Textiles, GNG-Komfi, Harrison Beds,
Healthbeds, Hush A Bye, Hypnos, Icon Designs,
Jaybe, Joseph International, Kyoto Futons, L&P
Adjustables, Leggett & Platt, Maes Mattress
Ticking, Millbrook Beds, Monks International,
Horatio Myer & Co, Nelsons Labels,
Nestledown, Original Fabrics, Palatine, Pieters Textiel, Relyon,
Remploy, Repose Beds, Sapsa Bedding, Seetall Furniture, Shire
Beds, Silentsleep, Sleepshaper, Simmons Beds, Sleepeezee,
Slumberland, Somnus, Spink & Edgar, Staples, Stellini Group,
Swanglen Furniture, Sweet Dreams, ViSpring, Vita Cellular
Foams (UK), Vogue Beds and WE Rawson.
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FAST FACTS
Las Vegas Market
2-6 August 2010
Las Vegas, USA
www.lasvegasmarket.com

Vegas adds
more shows
Las Vegas Market will take place from 2-6 August 2010 at World
Market Center Las Vegas and will be co-located with the launch
of two events, Gift+Home catering to the gift, decorative
accessory and seasonal industries, and VegasKids which will
provide youth furniture, juvenile products, toys and games,
children’s books, clothing and gifts.
For those who have not yet visited the show, World Market
Center Las Vegas is an integrated home and hospitality contract
furnishings showroom and trade complex. The state of the art
campus shows furniture, decorative accessories, gifts, lighting,
rugs, home textiles and related segments in a mixture of
permanent showrooms and temporary exhibits from American
and international exhibitors.
Alfresco Spaces, a hotbed of the latest trends in outdoor
furnishings, was a showcase launched in February. Tim
Branscome, Las Vegas Market vice president international says:
‘August’s exhibit will be even more spectacular, with additional
space allocated to showing these products in the outdoor Plaza
as well as in Building B. Inspired by Central Park, some 50,000
buyers will walk through the dramatic outdoor exhibit and
experience the product at first hand in the glorious sunshine
that is Las Vegas in August.’
The One Good Chair competition, now in its third year,
sponsored by the Sustainable Furnishings Council and the Las
Vegas Design Center at World Market Center Las Vegas, is being
organised by architect, designer, green advocate and author
Lance Hosey. The One Good Chair 2010 Minimum/Maximum
design competition, challenges participants to design a chair
that’s not only sustainable but also comfortable.
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Original
Designs
The second edition of MoOd (Meet only Original Designs) takes
place on 14-16 September and will see a number of changes
from 2009.
The show is now a day shorter, the contract sector will have
its own area – Contract Square – and the Blue Drops will act as a
guide around the show, with the image featured on the
strongest creations.
These are given to exceptional products at MoOD selected by
an international, external jury. The Blue Drops not only show
visitors the way to the best products at the fair but recognise
the efforts of exhibitors, strengthen their image, support their
marketing and provide them with lots of attention in the media.
Patrick Geysels, MoOD general manager says: ‘What is good,
must of course be retained. In short, in Hall 6 we repeat our
Trend presentation, which this year will be named
(Re)Naissance, with different seminars, the Innovation Platform,
Young Belgian Creativity and the huge wallcoverings wall.
‘The outdoor section will once again play a major role on its
same spot, the outside area between Halls 7 and 11. In showing
all of this, we can again count on our year long and loyal
partners Trevira, Dolan, MatériO and the international press.’

FAST FACTS
MoOD
14-16 September 2010
Belgium
www.moodbrussels.com
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Homes in China now
feature European and
American influenced
furniture designs

British influence in China
As China reaps the benefits of its
economic achievements of the past few
decades, Chinese consumers increasingly
have more to spend. The impact of this
on China’s furniture industry is
enormous. Home furnishing products of
different styles and different origin, more
often higher value and higher priced, are
entering households throughout the
country.
‘I am very glad that I decided to
produce British country style furniture
eight years ago,’ says Mr Chen from
Dongguan Conhot Furniture Co. Under
the brand name of Asena Village, Chen
has opened more than 40 retail stores
throughout China. All his furniture is
made from solid wood.
Chen draws inspiration from the British
countryside lifestyle. People who buy his
products are often well educated and/or
with high incomes and pay attention to
their ‘high class’ living. Chinese
consumers believe that British or US
lifestyles are how the better-off live. As
his products fit into their dream houses,
Chen has enjoyed good sales in first tier
cities such as Beijing and Shanghai.
‘The International Famous Furniture
Fair (Dongguan) helps me to introduce
my products to Chinese consumers,’
Chen says. ‘I didn’t open up the 40 retail
stores all by myself. Most of the stores are
franchised, and I met all of the
franchisees at the fair.’
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FAST FACTS
The 24th
International
Famous Furniture
Fair (Dongguan)
1-5 September 2010
Dongguan, China
www.3f.net.cn/e

The trade show is organised by
Dongguan Famous Furniture Association
and Hong Kong Furniture Trade
Association, two of the most active
associations in China. The biannual event
attracts more than 100,000 visitors with
most being furniture retailers in China.
‘We note the trend that Chinese
consumers want more furniture pieces of
European and American style. As an
association, we feel it’s our responsibility
to bring in more suppliers of these
products into the Chinese market,’ says
Fang Hui, Dongguan Famous Furniture
Fair secretary.

Working with the British Consulate in
Guangzhou, a UK 100% Design seminar
featuring three UK designers was held
during the 23rd 3F show on 16-20 March.
The seminar was well attended by
furniture manufacturers and designers.
UK Trade Investment is promoting UK
design in China, working with the
association.
‘I strongly believe there will be more
and more products of British style
furniture showing at my show and
flowing to the domestic Chinese market.
To the Chinese consumers, this is
certainly a good thing,’ Fang Hui adds.
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Maison & Objet turning point
September represents a turning point for
Maison & Objet with a new hall at Paris
Nord Villepinte to bring together a high
end offer revolving around Scènes
d’intérieur, Maison & Objet, Projets, Now!
Design à Vivre (Hall 7) and Maison &
Objet Outdoor-Indoor (Hall 8), and for
the first time Meuble Paris (Halls 5B and
5C) will run alongside Maison & Objet in
the autumn to offer total synergy
between furniture and decoration.
Scènes d’intérieur is the show for the
great international brands in decoration
marked by excellence, luxury and
extravagance. Now! Design à Vivre is the

FAST FACTS
Maison & Objet
3-7 September 2010
Paris
www.maison-objet.com
international show for design for the
home – the soul of design at a single
show. See a preview of the essentials in
innovation and creation with collections
of objects and furniture at the heart of
the new inspirations in design (Hall 7).
Maison & Objet Projets is the show for
solutions dedicated to high-end

specifiers. Maison & Objet OutdoorIndoor is the annual show for the art of
outdoor-indoor living.
In its 50th year, Meuble Paris will run
alongside Maison & Objet to provide a
360° view of home-fashion. The total
synergy between Meuble Paris and
Maison & Objet benefits exhibitors and
visitors, initiating development
opportunities on the international
markets. The Meuble Paris lecture series,
in conjunction with Maison & Objet,
covers five themes: 50 years of furniture
in Paris, innovation, the market, hotels,
and sociology/trends.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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The one
show
New colours, styles and flooring with
stands to show them all off were at
AIS Flooring One’s exhibition
AIS Flooring One’s annual exhibition was bolstered with the
presence of members and suppliers of the SMG, Metro and BRM
buying groups for the event’s second day.
Among the products launched at the show were Adam
Carpets new colours for its Fine Worcester Twist, Castlemead
Twist and Castlemead Velvet Stripe. It also revealed a
re-engineered eighth gauge carpet with a 50% twist/50%
velvet texture called Kasbah Stripe.
Asiatic debuted the 3.7kg sculptured Croc rug and


Crucial Trading introduced the 100% wool Indulgent
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Victoria added five colours to Suede
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from Associated Weavers was Decorlines, a stripe with a slight
shaggy look and it will add silver and pink to Sparkle.
Axminster unveiled the Bark texture and more colours to
Simply Natural, four shades to Swaledale and 14 colours
and designs to Moorland. It showed off its latest stand
combining three units to house most of its collection, after
21 of 23 stores that trialled the stands reported significant sales
growth.
Bond Worth revealed its extensive patterned axminster
collections and highlighted its VIP Club, while Cavalier displayed
Woodlands Heathers in three weights and two widths
New engineered wood supplier CQFS offered a starter pack of
seven oak designs and three bestselling rustic oak planks.
Crucial Trading showed several 100% wool loop ranges and
added five bold colours to Mississippi.
Edel Telenzo’s highlight was the Chamonix cut pile from the
Alpine collection, with 100% wool and two-ply yarn, as have the
Lausanne and Montreaux berber loop bouclés. New shades
were added to Bakerloo and Piccadilly.
Forbo has revamped Flotex with 20 High Definition designs
and a dozen Classic patterns, backed with updated POS, and
also introduced LVT in two qualities.
From Gooch was the launch of sculptural Spot On, Fantasy
and Gems carpets, a light gold with red border option to
Buckingham Zeigler, and a 3m x 2m size for Super Handloom
Multistripe.
Hall’s Floorings promoted its Senso self-adhesive LVT in 10cm
and 15cm. From Husain International was the Art Collection and
Kontiki rugs.
Kersaint Cobb added white oiled and smoked oak finishes to
its 18mm engineered wood offer while previewing hickory in a

variety of finishes. It introduced a stand that displays all of its
250 non-wood products, including a middle shelf for sisal
runners, and launched Chic Pinstripe with eight designs in
fashion colours.
Louis de Poortere added new stair widths to some of its
bestsellers and introduced the wilton Renaissance stair runners
with 40 designs and 70cm and 90cm widths. From Mastercraft
were more designs and colours to Galleria.
Pergo showed off its revamped collection that features four
quality levels rather than range names. The new PerfectFold
fitting system reduces installation time by 15% according to the
company while all colours will be available in the UK for the first
time. If samples are not held in the UK they will be delivered in
a few days. The relaunch is backed with new POS, price
structure and brochure.
Rama introduced Elements catering to a lower price point,
the shaggy Splendor and more designs and colours to Parallels
and Skyland.
Regency unveiled its wool offer with three twists and two
loop pile berbers.
Rugs with Flair made its AIS Flooring one debut, introducing
lime green to Starlet.
Thomas Witter launched the Empire 80/20 twist in three
qualities, 10 colours and 4m and 5m widths, and the Accolade
80/20, 55oz berber twist in 10 colours.
Ulster emphasised its environmental credentials with Natural
Choice, offering an undyed axminster using the wools to create
17 shades and designs, and an undyed wilton with seven plain
twist colours.
Victoria updated the colour bank of Suede with five shades,
including greys and peppercorn.

Above: Kersaint Cobb’s new stand
Above left: Cormar won Carpet Supplier of the Year, ahead of
Axminster and Victoria
Left (from left): Mastercraft’s Robert and Thomas Dickson; Hall’s
Floorings’ Robert Hall and Cormar’s Roger Clarke collect their
Supplier of the Year awards
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The Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW PREVIEW

Left: Ashley Manor/AMX
Above: SJS Furniture
Below: Levv
Bottom: Responsive
Designs

Summer spree

Visitors will warm
to the new
offerings at
The Manchester
Furniture Show
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More than 100 exhibitors will make Manchester
Central the place for summer furniture sourcing
when The Manchester Furniture Show takes place
from 18-21 July.
Aerobed will show its collection of air filled
mattresses and beds while Aristarchus will highlight
its hevea Bali collection and classical French styled
American white oak Armoire bedroom range. Ashley
Manor/AMX is introducing six models featuring
motion along with more hide designs.
Atlantic Home makes its show debut with a
collection of New England inspired living
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See us at
The Manchester
Furniture Show
Stand E61
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The Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW PREVIEW

Above: XYZ Agencies
Below: Relaxateeze
Right: Home Furniture
Bottom left: DaVinci
Bottom right: La-Z-Boy

room, dining, kitchen and upholstery
designs.
On the Blue Bone and BM Furniture
stands there promises to be a variety of
new designs while Buoyant Upholstery
is launching several leather models.
Oak, elm and walnut all come
together at Carlton Furniture with
three new ranges and additions to the
Windemere and Chateau collections.
Castle Computer Services will
showcase its Fortuna Dynamics system
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for the first time. Containers Direct is
launching CDL Wholesale, offering
eight cabinet ranges available from
stock on a wholesale basis, as well as
direct containers. Ranges from stock
include Mayfield, Como, Storm,
Quayside, Richmond and Normandy.
Corndell is another first-timer at
Manchester with an all-British stand,
showing only ranges made at its
Oxfordshire factory. Among the
launches will be Helix, a
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The Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW PREVIEW

26-piece modular living range that combines design and
functionality and comes in four finishes. DaVinci will debut six
UK stocked upholstery models while David Stuart Designs’
launch products will include diamond studded leather beds.
Ecofurn is highlighting its FSC oak collection while Exclusive
promotes its glass dining and occasional designs. From Febland
are mosaic vases and lamps alongside upholstery. Furnico
promises a variety of special deals on bestsellers.
Furniture Origins is unveiling three dining and bedroom
ranges and an upholstery
collection. New from G Plan
Cabinets is Matisse
while

Gradi adds to its upholstery selection and
La-Z-Boy introduces the slouch handle mechanism to
the UK.
Lebus will again exhibit across the road from Manchester
Central at the Midland Hotel. As well as adding to the Geneva
collection and showing new ranges, it will launch its Premier
Delivery collection.
Levv will highlight its European style furniture backed by
informative packaging. Old Charm will show Verve and
Cotswold while Optimise Solutions showcases the latest
versions of its software system, ecommerce integration link
and iPhone app. Originals is unveiling five dining ranges and
two bedroom collections while Relaxateeze will show its award
winning Ronda model along with more innovations.
Responsive Designs is displaying several new designs while
Ruddiman highlights Newland, a solid wood dining and
occasional range.
Seconique is adding sideboards, TV units, bookcases 

Clockwise from
top: Aerobed;
Febland; Fusion
Design; TCH
Furniture;
Aristarchus
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Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

A feast of
new products

Loire bedroom range

Furniture Origins, one of the most successful
manufacturers of dining and bedroom collections, will launch three stylish ranges at The
Manchester Furniture Show, complemented
by a wide selection of occasional pieces, designed for stylish living.
The new oak, pine and painted furniture
ranges are each crafted with their own individual style and designed for modern living with
undeniable quality. They complement the
already popular portfolio of exclusive ranges
produced by Furniture Origins.

All ranges from Furniture Origins can be
ordered either wholesale from its site in South
Wales or on a direct container programme.
Its glassware division E1 Origins, headed by
Bo Simonsen, will preview new glassware and
accessory collections at the Manchester
show, following the highly successful launch at
the Interiors show in January. E1 Origins’
range of more than 25,000 individual handcrafted pieces exceeded all expectations with
retailers ordering three or more of the collections that offer simple to understand packages

and value for money. Glassware orders are
delivered with Furniture Origins’ dining and
bedroom orders so minimum order issues are
solved.
Be the first to preview the new leather
upholstery ranges, exclusively designed for
Furniture Origins. Seven ranges will be on
show, each crafted for maximum comfort and
affordability in butter soft leather.
Further information on new and current
ranges can be requested from our sales office
on: 0845 223 4900.

Furniture Origins contacts:
Andrew Cavaciuti: South/West/Wales Channel Islands E: andrewcavaciuti@hotmail.co.uk M: 07500 830 888
Barry Webb: Midlands and key accounts E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk M: 07702 603 971
Mike Brown: North England and Scotland E: maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk M: 07831 572 601
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie T: 00 353 47
81366/81360
Teresa Reaney: head of sales and marketing E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk M: 07971 349834

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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The Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW PREVIEW

66

Left: Old Charm
Below: Corndell
Bottom left: G Plan
Cabinets
Bottom right:
Signature Living

and display cabinets to the Hollywood
and Charisma ranges, extending the
Hollywood bedroom range and
launching the Charisma bedroom
collection in a choice of gloss white or
black. SJS Furniture’s Potty Pots2
collection is ethically traded and
hand-made by artisans from the
earthquake hit region on Java, while
Sleeping Zone Mattress Co will add to
its pocketed offer.
From TCH Furniture is Melbec,
Valuemark will launch several ranges
including dining and occasional
furniture plus extending its art and
lighting collections. XYZ Agencies is
adding fabrics to its upholstery
offering.
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Campari corner unit
Lebus Upholstery
designed for todays lifestyle
Osmo’s PolyxOil Rapid,
complete treatment in
just one day

PolyxOil Rapid from Osmo UK is the premium, original hardwax-oil wood
finish that delivers rapid drying times – guaranteed to keep wooden flooring
and all internal joinery as beautiful as the day it was first installed.
● Professional natural looking superior finish for wood, cork and OSB floors
● Extremely quick drying time, can apply two coats in one day
● Available in Satin and Matt
● Strong and durable, as well as easy to spot repair
● Offers highest coverage of any oil on the market (2.5 litre can covers
approx 30m2 with two coats)
Osmo UK
Unit 24, Anglo Business Park, Smeaton Close,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 8UP.
Tel: 01296 481 220 Fax: 01296 424 090
www.osmouk.com info@osmouk.com

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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The Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW PREVIEW

Above: Milano
762mm square table
and chairs
Right: Madrid
1,200mm x 800mm
table (unextended)
and four chairs in
maple

Left: Lyon Oak will be
launched at
Manchester
Below: The Cubic
1,400mm x 900m
drawer-leaf table
extends to 1,850mm
and 2,300mm

G&P Furniture is launching the Lyon
Oak collection, a modern, clean range
offering many versatile and flexible
dining options.
From the company’s other eight
ranges, the Norfolk and Suffolk starter
ranges and the Madrid collection will
also feature prominently at the show.
Launched at Interiors in January, they
have performed well in the current
challenging environment. The
compact 1,200mm x 800mm Madrid
extending dining set has been
particularly well received, says Neil
Godfrey, G&P director.
‘The choice we offer, with an overall
product and service package that puts
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the customer first, has been a major
reason for our good 2009 and
encouraging early 2010. Offering a
choice of nine ranges, in a variety of
different styles, with delivery from stock
and no minimum purchase value, I
believe we are well positioned to go into
the second half of 2010.’
He says customers value being able to
order only what they actually need,
confident that it will be delivered quickly.
Ranges cover many different price points,
so should customers wish to drive sales
by offering more price-competitive
ranges, the Milano, Norfolk, Suffolk and
Glass collections are ideal.
The Cubic living and dining and

Windsor House ranges have been the top
sellers in the past year.
‘In good times, average ranges can still
prosper, but in difficult periods real
winners are needed. These two
collections, with their many choices of
flexible and compact extending dining
options, have proved to be such, with the
Lincoln set being our most popular
product,’ says Godfrey.
The company is looking forward to
working with its customers through what
he says may be a difficult trading period.
By doing this, Godfrey believes it can
continue to establish and develop
mutually beneficial long-term
partnerships with retailers.
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Classic is back

www.kelvinfurniture.com

Queen Anne Nests & Long Johns ~ now in stock

EL49

h. 173cm ~ d. 32cm ~ w. 68cm
EL62B
4ft 6in x 2ft 6in (137cm x 76cm)
Executive desk

Tall china display cabinet
with mirrors & lights

All desks and filing cabinets available
with a choice of red, green, tan or blue
leather tops

EL45
2 Door bow display cabinet with mirror & lights
h. 178cm ~ d. 32cm ~ w. 84cm

All display cabinets come as standard with bevelled glass, mirrors and lights

EL123
Bow front, wide screen corner TV
h. 63cm ~ d. 51cm ~ w. 118cm
All TV consoles are on castors

For colour brochure or an agent to call on you,
please telephone 01132 444499 or email: mail@kelvinfurniture.com

